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Suicide bomber detained in Russia

RAM RAVI SANKAR | NEW DELHI

The Moscow branch of the International Committee of Red Cross (ICRC) has detained a 25-year-old suicide bomber on the orders of the Investigatory Committee of the Russian Federation. The suicide bomber was arrested on June 21 after he was found in possession of a bomb in a subway station in Moscow. The bomb contained 700 grams of explosives and was designed to go off at 9 am on June 23, according to a statement by the ICRC.

The suicide bomber is accused of planning to attack a subway station in Moscow and then committing suicide. The investigation is ongoing and further details will be released as the case progresses. The ICRC has urged the public to remain vigilant and report any suspicious activity to authorities.

Reforms to hold Under-17 Women's World Cup

On May 21, the Indian Football Federation (IFF) announced that the Under-17 Women's World Cup, scheduled for November 2023, will be held in India. The IFF had previously announced that the tournament would be held in India in 2022, but the event was delayed due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.

The Under-17 Women's World Cup is the world's premier international football tournament for women under the age of 17. The event is organized by FIFA and is held every two years.

The IFF has previously faced criticism for its handling of women's football in India, and the decision to host the Under-17 Women's World Cup is seen as a positive step towards reforming the sport in the country.

Lockdowns, conservation raise rhinos’ number in India, Nepal

The world’s largest white rhino population, estimated at 2,000 individuals, is found in South Africa. However, a recent study has shown that the population has increased by 13% since 2018, thanks to the combined efforts of conservationists and local communities.

In India, the number of white rhinos has also increased, with the population growing from 1,600 in 2018 to 1,900 in 2021. This is thanks to the implementation of conservation measures and the protection of rhino habitats.

In Nepal, the number of white rhinos has remained stable at around 300, with the population fluctuating between 280 and 320 since 2018.

SC stays HC order to file FIR against Shahnawaz in 2018 rape complaint

The Supreme Court of India has stayed the order of the Delhi High Court to file a First Information Report (FIR) against Shahnawaz Shaikh in a 2018 rape case.

The FIR was filed by a woman who accused Shaikh of raping her in 2018. However, the Delhi High Court had ordered the registration of an FIR against Shaikh.

The Supreme Court has stayed the order, citing issues related to the investigation and the need for further examination of the case.

The court has directed the Delhi Police to carry out a proper investigation and submit a report to the court in four weeks.

Excise scam: Then Commissioner, deputy suspended

The Delhi government has suspended the Commissioner of Excise and the Deputy Commissioner of Excise in connection with a fraud case involving the Delhi Excise Department.

The investigation by the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has revealed that the Excise Department has suffered a loss of Rs 500 crore due to the scam.

The suspendees are being investigated for their role in the scam, which is said to have involved the manipulation of excise data and the misappropriation of funds.

India’s football federation修改 its constitution

The Indian Football Federation (IFF) has approved a new constitution that includes a number of changes, such as the introduction of a new structure for the governance of the country’s football teams.

The changes are aimed at improving the management of the football teams and increasing their chances of success in international competitions.

The new constitution includes provisions for the establishment of a national football academy and the formation of a national football council.

The changes are likely to be implemented in the coming months.
**After Congress protest in Mohali; VB arrests Ashu from Ludhiana in connection with drug case**

HARYANA | TUESDAY | AUGUST 23, 2022

Chief Minister of Haryana, Bhagwant Mann, had already instructed the Haryana Police to ensure that the Congress party leaders from Chandigarh reach Ludhiana on time and turn up in Ludhiana to protest against the arrest of AAP leader, Bharat Bhushan Ashu. The affidavit submitted by the police has mentioned that the arrest of the AAP leader was made in the larger interest of the country and the state. They have also mentioned that the AAP leaders are not above the law and their actions have led to a situation where they have been implicated in drug cases.
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Will hear scope of powers of Centre, Delhi Govt over Delhi services
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE
NEW DELHI

Chief Justice NV Ramana on Monday submitted a five-judge Constitution bench with the idea of framing the scope of powers of Centre and Delhi government over Delhi services. The bench is hearing the Centre’s plea challenging the Delhi High Court’s direction to the Centre and the Delhi government to constitute a working group to look into the dispute between the two. 
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High moral values and ethos guided us through the freedom movement and the same became the hallmark of our national journey ever since

25 RAJPUT

ECONOMY REMAINS A WOYIRY

Sir — With India now in its 75th year of independence, the body that serves a critical function — the Union budget — has been in the headlines for the past few weeks. The financial year 2022-23 has been a challenging one for the country, with inflation and unemployment rates high. India’s GDP growth rate has declined from 7.8% in 2018-19 to 6.8% in 2019-20, and then further to 6.1% in 2020-21.

At the same time, the country has been grappling with the pandemic, which has had a significant impact on the economy. The lockdowns and restrictions imposed to curb the spread of the virus have hit the industry and services sectors. Despite the gradual放松 of lockdowns, the economy has struggled to recover.

The government’s efforts to boost the economy have been lauded, but there is a need to focus on long-term strategies to ensure sustainable growth. The focus on infrastructure development, digital economy, and renewable energy can help in creating jobs and boosting economic growth.

In conclusion, India’s economy remains a work in progress, and the government needs to continue its efforts to stabilize the economy and create job opportunities. The people of India are hopeful that the government will continue to work towards a better future for all.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]

P.S. This is my first letter to the Editor. I am a student of economics and would like to contribute to discussions on economic matters.
Aurobindo’s task of awakening a spiritual India
Russian shelling across the border and cross-border attacks on civilian targets, authorities said, coming at a time when fighting is at its fiercest in Ukraine's Luhansk and Donetsk regions, which Moscow-backed separatists control.

According to Russia's defense ministry, Ukrainian state security service and Ukrainian media reports, which cannot be independently verified, Russia has been shelling residential areas of cities close to the border.

However, on Monday, Russian President Vladimir Putin said Russia is ready to continue negotiations with Ukraine, but that Ukraine should first withdraw its troops from the border regions.

The Ukrainian government has accused Russia of threatening to invade its soil, while the United Nations has called for a ceasefire.

In Kyiv, Ukraine's military forces have been stepping up their defense preparations as tensions escalate.

Ukrainian officials have also announced plans for a vote to join the European Union, a move that would further strain relations with Russia.

In the meantime, the situation on the ground remains tense, with reports of shelling and artillery strikes continuing to be heard.

As the situation unfolds, the world watches anxiously for signs of a potential de-escalation or a return to a period of relative calm.

However, the Ukrainian authorities have expressed concerns about the safety of the population, and have urged international support for their efforts to defend their country.
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Lviv was later down a Soviet-era monument on Tuesday, at the end of the Red Army's victory over Nazi Germany, amid ongoing war tensions.

The monument was pulled down after a crowd of protesters took to the streets, marking the 81st anniversary of the victory.

The monument, built in 1937, was one of the few survivors of a network of such monuments in Ukraine, which were often destroyed or defaced during the Soviet era.

According to the organizers, the monument was taken down to highlight the importance of remembering the victims of the war and to honor those who fought for freedom.

On Monday, the Ukrainian government announced plans to remove all monuments to the Soviet Union from the country.

Elsewhere, Russian forces have continued to advance in eastern Ukraine, with reports of shelling and clashes between Ukrainian and Russian forces.

The situation has led to an increase in tensions between the two countries, with the potential for a full-scale conflict still hanging over the region.

As the crisis deepens, the international community is calling for a peaceful resolution and for all sides to refrain from resorting to violence.
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The situation in Ukraine remains tense, with reports of shelling and other violations of the cease-fire agreement.

Reports of sustained fire from the Russian side have continued, with Ukrainian forces responding with their own attacks.

As the crisis deepens, the international community is calling for a peaceful resolution and for all sides to refrain from resorting to violence.
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Trump’s turbulent White House years culminate in Florida search

US, S Korea open biggest drills in years amid North threats

Death toll rises to 225 in Pakistan’s flood-hit Balochistan province

Kanso rescue confirms results in favour of abortion rights

China ship leaves Lanka after controversial visit

Many still seeking food, shelter, a year after Haiti quake

China plane on fire twice in recent weeks

(end of text)
Sales of luxury homes in Jan-Jun across 7 cities surpass demand in full 2021

Sales of luxury homes, priced above Rs 80 lakhs per square feet, in seven cities across the country during January-June this year witnessed a decline of 41.5 per cent compared to the corresponding period of 2021, as per Anarock data.

The seven cities are Mumbai, Kolkata,Ahmedabad,Hyderabad,Chennai,Coimbatore and Pune.

A total of 4,179 units were sold in these seven cities during January-June this year, compared with 7,036 units sold in the same period last year.

The decline has been sharp for luxury sales in cities like Mumbai, which saw 2,00,000 units sold in the Jan-Jun period this year as against 3,22,000 units sold in the same period last year.

The share of luxury homes in the overall housing market in these seven cities during January-June 2022 fell to 4.5 per cent from 6.6 per cent in the same period last year.

According to Raghav Bhat, senior director at Anarock, who is holding the charge of general secretary at the Indian Property Managers Alliance, the pandemic has triggered a rethinking of urban living, with a greater emphasis on open spaces and natural environments.

"Current micro-markets are witnessing a shift towards more green, open and communal spaces as the key factor influencing decision-making," Bhat said.

The group – led by Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) – is carrying out a study in the districts of East Godavari and Nalgonda in the state of Andhra Pradesh under the National Land Use Planning (NLUP) program. The study aims at the crop diversification of the region, which is a major beneficiary of the National Mission on Edible Oil Seeds and Oils (NMEOSO).

Robert, Assistant Director General - NMEOSO, said the field trial has yielded positive results.

"The oil palm cultivation will not only help in increasing the edible oil production, but also helps in environment-friendly cultivation of oil palm," he said.

The collaboration will bring new opportunities for Telangana's agricultural sector, which is already a leading diversified agribusiness company in India.

"India is a net importer of palm oil. The oil palm cultivation will not only help in increasing the edible oil production, but also helps in environment-friendly cultivation of oil palm," he said.

LIC Housing Finance

Fin hiker reduces lending rates by 0.50 per cent

LIC Housing Finance Limited (LIC HFL) on Monday announced that it has reduced its lending rates by 0.50 per cent, following the RBI's latest policy announcement.

With this move, the housing finance company becomes the first lender to cut its lending rates in the current financial year, following the Reserve Bank of India's (RBI) monetary policy announcement on June 8.

"Following the latest policy announcement by Reserve Bank of India (RBI), LIC Housing Finance Limited (LIC HFL) has decided to pass on the benefit of lower interest rates to its customers," the company said in a statement.

With the latest rate cut, LIC HFL's prime lending rate (PLR), which stands at 8.25 per cent, will reduce by 0.50 per cent to 7.75 per cent effective from today. The company said this move is in line with its commitment to provide flexible and competitive solutions to meet the housing needs of its customers.

The lender also repeated its commitment to continue to pass on the benefit of lower interest rates as and when the RBI sets the new interest rates on home loans.

"LIC Housing Finance has always remained committed to provide affordable housing solutions to its customers and has been consistently passing on the benefit of RBI's lower interest rates," the statement said.

The move comes against the backdrop of growing demand for affordable housing in India, with the government's National Mission on Affordable Housing (NMAH) and the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) schemes aimed at providing homes to low-income groups.

"This move is in line with our commitment to provide flexible and competitive solutions to meet the housing needs of our customers," the statement said.

The decision to cut its lending rates is in line with the government's efforts to make housing more affordable and accessible to the masses, it said.

LIC HFL's move is expected to provide relief to homebuyers, who have been facing higher interest rates in recent months. The company's decision to pass on the benefit of lower interest rates will help reduce the burden on homebuyers and make home ownership more affordable.

The lender has a significant presence in the affordable housing sector and has been actively participating in the government's initiatives to promote housing. It is one of the leading housing finance companies in India and has been consistently providing affordable housing solutions to its customers.

"With this rate cut, LIC HFL remains committed to provide affordable housing solutions to its customers," the statement said.

The lender's decision to cut its lending rates is expected to provide relief to homebuyers and make home ownership more affordable. LIC HFL has been consistently providing affordable housing solutions to its customers and has been actively participating in the government's initiatives to promote housing.
I had to watch on television. Coric said. “I thought I would go down to the stadium and watch in person."

Stefanos Tsitsipas on Sunday to overcome financial problems to secure a transfer from Sevilla as they look for patience from supporters after losing Robert Lewandowski, Raphinha, Dembele and Lewandowski, Sociedad were proving a tough nut to crack for Barca, but the Norwegian won the clash against Park Joo Ho.

Bhutia, Coa favour reforms in AFF

In a surprise turn of events, Aryan was named in the main World Cup, he said. "You've kicked my ass the last couple of times," Tsitsipas said. "You can't touch me on the court and the other to the man in a legal proceeding."

Praggnanandhaa loses to Carlsen but outscores on top prize

The number 35 who fell since his 2015 debut before finding his rhythm after clinching a win and a runner-up finish in the 2018 Indian Open, Prannoy will be up against second seed Luka Wraber of Austria. Prannoy secured a 21-19 win over Nhat Nguyen of Vietnam, while Prannoy secured a 21-19 win over Nhat Nguyen of Vietnam.

WBF: Worlds, Sen, Srikanth, Prannoy win; Preetheseth wins

"I really can't realize what happened," Carlsen said. "I was very tough match." The Norwegian said that his victory was a "huge congrats to Petra, Coa and Coa."
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Latham leads Kiwis to maiden OD series win in West Indies

India whitewash Zimbabwe

LOSING SHAHEEN AFRIDI IS BIG SETBACK FOR PAKISTAN

Samit Patel scored a quick 50 as England beat Sri Lanka by 78 runs to seal the three-match series and take a 2-1 lead. Patel hit four boundaries and a six to guide England to 164 for 6 in their 50 overs. England won the toss and chose to bat, with Mark Wood making a quick 29 to give them a good start.

PTI | ISLAMABAD

PTI<br>

Indian bowlers were found wanting with Raza and Evans collecting boundaries at will, the scorecard telling a story. Despite the Batting at six, the Kerala wicketkeeper-batter was the only 'keeper to score 15 runs or more in the series. India's pace attack, which had been expected to be their strength, was unable to deliver, with both Bhuvneshwar and Rahul bowled without even being able to put together a single.